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The Cabin

There is more to Rachel Clarke, the British born actress, than meets the eyeâ€¦In an effort to appear
unavailable, and desperate to escape the advances of an admirer turned stalker, Rachel marries.
But as the convenience wears off and exhaustion from filming sets in she finds herself seeking the
refuge of her beloved cabin.On her way an unexpected snowstorm throws her, literally, into the path
of Jem with whom she forms a firm friendship; something she thought impossible with the
â€˜tell-allâ€™ world of celebrity gossip. The easy going attitude in the small town of Bradely allows
Rachel to let down her defences and itâ€™s not long until new feelings towards the paramedic
surprise the award winning actress.However, her ensuing divorce and the unwanted attention from
her long-time stalker causes an unfortunate series of events to unfold.Can their fledgling
relationship weather the storm or will the pressures surrounding Rachelâ€™s celebrity status prove
too much?
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Nice story but for the price, it should have been edited better. This is a pet peeve of mine. Ive

bought quite a few romance books from better writers that are priced much lower. Giselle Fox and
Camryn Eyde books for instance.

The story of Rachel and Jem is lovely, sweet and charming. Rachel is a famous actress, Jem is a
paramedic, they developed a very good friendship that grow into more. The characters are romantic
and affectionate, a lot of unexpected things happens but I won't tell...you have to read it!!!!!!!

In need of editing. Clearly a British author, with little knowledge of American speech patterns,
despite the book being set in America. Predictable, but pleasant story, pleasant characters. The
ending cuts off with no feeling of resolution.

A great book with a great chase, well defined characters, and fun scenarios! It took a bit to get used
to the writing style. I was tempted to send corrections. Great read!

While it was a nice love story it was choppy. Lots of gaps, maybe a first book by this author. I would
try other books by the author to see if the writing style improves.

The plot was actually not bad, if predictable, with decent character development. But the writing is
poor---would benefit from editing and proof reading.

Quick, easy read. Wel written book with a little bit of everything and beautifully well rounded. Fun
characters and a heartwarming love story. A prologue, epilogue and a not so clipped ending would
have been amazing as well. The ending felt rushed a bit unfinished in comparison to the rest of the
novel. Perhaps it's the authors way of hinting at a second installment??? I will certainly be keeping
an eye out for the author and future works

This was a sweet story that had it all. Celebrities, stalker, beards, falling in love, coming to terms
with one's self, and dealing with emotions. The only thing I think should have been added is an
epilogue & maybe not such an abrupt ending.
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